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Revisions to the Consistency Regulations

(Note: The 1990 Amendments to the CZMA Have Yet to be Promulgated)

In 1990, Congress amended the CZMA in an unequivocal manner to strengthen
the position of the states. The Congressional action reversed the Supreme
Court's 1984 decision in California v. Interior which held that OCS oil and gas
lease sales were paper transactions which did not directly affect the coastal zone
and were not subject to state consistency authority under the Coastal Zone
Management Act (CZMA).

It is now nearly eight years since those amendments. Although the CZMA was
reauthorized in 1996 and final regulations reflecting the 1996 amendments have
been issued, regulations reflecting the 1990 amendments to the consistency
provisions at section 307 of the CZMA have yet to be promulgated. Meanwhile,
federal agencies continue to rely on superceded provisions ofthe existing
regulations, and defiantly ignore the purpose and effect of the 1990
amendments.

NOAA's Proposed Revisions to the Consistency Regulations

After numerous discussions with federal agencies about draft revisions to the
CZMA consistency regulations (15 CFR 930, etseq.), NOAA's Office of Ocean
and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) shared a pre-publication draft with
the states for the first time in November 1997. As drafted, the revisions go far
beyond the 1990 amendments, incorporating policies the agency has adopted in
interpretingthe statute and existing regulations.

Throughout the draft revisions, there are proposed revisions that provide
guidance to states, federal agencies and permit applicants. Most notably, the
proposed revisions:

• Recognize the broad scope of state consistency authority to review
any federal agency activity which may effect coastal resources or
uses;

• Encourage early federal/state coordination; and

• Clarify that the federal preemption doctrine does not afford relief
from the CZMA consistency requirements.
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Despite theseimprovements, the overall effect ofthe proposed regulations, as
drafted, would be to undermine the ability of states to effectively utilize the
consistency provisionsto ensurethat federal activitiesareconsistent with
federally approved CZM programs. AlthoughOCRM hascommitted to making
some changes in responseto the initialcomments and criticisms ofCSO and
others, those changesstill fall shortofaddressing fundamental concernswith the
consistencyregulations. If issuedas final, the revisedregulations will have the
effect ofencouraging federal agencies to disregard the relevantrequirements of
approved state Coastal ZoneManagement (CZM) plans, andreducing
consistency determinations to aninconsequential procedural exercise for states
and federal agencies.

In essence,the problemwith the proposed revisions to the regulations is the lack
ofmutualitybetween the federal agencies andstates. This imbalance is the
resultofthreeassumptions whichappear throughout the draft revisions:

• A federal agency decides how andto whatextent it will comply with
the CZMA;

• The burdenofdisagreements is placed onthe states; and

• In the eventofanobjection, a federal agency may proceed
nonetheless.

In addition to thesethree assumptions, there is a fourth assumption which
underlies the draft regulations. NOAA hasmadethe assumption thatevery
passage of theoriginal regulations, which are thecurrent regulations, andevery
policy based upon themintheir application over thelast 18years is theright and
bestpolicy. Eventhough manyofthe problems states are experiencing in
applying their consistency authority are aresult of policies interpreting these
flawed regulations, rather thanany limitations placed by the statutory language
ofthe CZMA, NOAA hasrefused to reconsider its policiesas partof this
rulemaking,.

How the Flaws of the Consistency Regulations Are Manifested
(In the Recent Decision of the Secretary of Commerce in the Appeal of JesseTaylor)

The need for NOAA to revisit its currentpolicies in the ongoing rulemaking is
seen in the recent decision of the Secretary ofCommerce to override the
consistency objection of South Carolina in the Taylor appeal. Using the current
regulations and policies, the Secretary found that anational interest in the
construction of a mini-warehouse storage facility in wetlands outweighed the
state'spolicywhich limiteddevelopment of the siteto water dependent uses.

The Taylor decision is anegregious example of howtheprocess for Secretarial
review of consistency appeals has become heavily weighted in favor of
appellants. The procedural objectives for consistency appeals have pre-empted
the substantive objectives ofthe CZMA.
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The NOAA Regulations Allow Appellants to Re-Order the Priorities Among
CZMA Objectives

On their face, the NOAA regulations for the review ofconsistency appeals are
inconsistent with the CZMA, yet NOAA is not proposing to change them.

One of the ways in which the appellant in the Taylor decision was able to satisfy
the review requirements for Secretarial appeals was by showing that the
proposedactivity furthered one or more ofthe objectives of the CZMA.

The ground for a Secretarial override stated in section 307 of the CZMA
provides that "No license or permit shallbe granted... unless the Secretary...
finds ... that the activity is consistent with the objectives of [the CZMA]."
Note the plural. However, the NOAA regulations merely require that the
Secretary find that one or more of the objectives of the Act might be furthered
by a proposed project or activity. Appellants may demonstrate that a proposed
projector activity furthers the purposes ofthe CZMA by "cherry picking" from
the findings and objectives in the Act. So long as an activity is consistent with
any ofthe multitude of objectives ofthe CZMA, a proposedproject or activity
satisfies the appealreview criteria even if it is inconsistentwith all of the other
objectives of the Act.

One of the six primaryobjectives listed in the CZMA is to "encourage and assist
statesto exercise effectively their responsibilities in the coastal zone through the
development and implementation ofmanagement programs." Under this
objective is a listing ofmore specific objectives state CZM programs are
intended to address including:

priorityconsideration being given to coastal-dependent uses
and orderly processes for siting major facilities related to
national defense, energy, fisheries development, recreation,
ports and transportation, and the location, to the maximum
extent practicable, ofnew and commercial and industrial
developments in or adjacent to areaswhere such development
already exists.

In Taylor, the basis of the Secretary's decision to override the State's objection
to the placement ofa mini-warehouse storage facility in protected wetlands was
based, in part, on the finding that "urban"development was already located in
the areaand the location ofthe facility would further the CZMA objective of
steering development into areaswhere commercial and industrial development
already exists. The Secretary gave no heed as to how his override of the State's
objection would undermine the objective ofgiving priorityconsideration to
coastal-dependent uses. Moreover, no consideration was given as to the
consequences the override would have on the continuing effectiveness of the
State's CZM program. The NOAA regulations for appeals allow an appellant to
rely on a subordinate clause to a subordinate clause to supercede the primary
objectives ofthe CZMA.
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Despite the inconsistency with the express provision for a consideration of the
"objectives" of the CZMA, and implicit requirement based on the grammatical
structure of the CZMA, that some objectives should be more heavily weighted
in balancingthe interests furthered by the Act, NOAA is not proposingto
change this clear flaw in its regulations forreviewing appeals to the Secretary.

The draft revisions to the NOAA regulations would require states to
propose alternatives which would allowthe proposed use to go forward
regardless ofwhether the use is permissible.

An additional factor considered under the NOAA regulations for Secretarial
appeals is the availability ofalternatives to the proposed facility. The
substitution ofthe objectives ofprocess for those of substanceis again
illustrated in the Taylordecisionby the Secretary'srequirementthat the State
had failed to provide a suggestedalternative to the proposed facility that would
allow the construction of the facility to go forward.

The CZMA does not require statesto provideapplicants with alternativeswhen
makingobjections. The CZMA only requires states to make a finding as to
whether a projector activity is consistentor inconsistent. Nonetheless, the
criteria for Secretarial review ofconsistencyappeals requirethe Secretary to
consideralternatives to a proposed facility. The burdenofdemonstrating
alternatives is placed on states. It is NOAA policythatifa state doesnot offer
an alternative at the time ofan objection,a State cannot suggest alternatives
when an objection is appealed.

Ordinarily, whenconsidering alternatives to a proposed project suchas in
Taylor, one wouldask—"Is there another use, apart from a mini-storage
facility, to which the appellant couldput theproperty to a permissible use?" In
the consistency worldcreated by NOAA, the inquiry wouldbe misplaced
because NOAA, marching to the drumbeat ofprecedent set in earlier decisions
on consistencyappeals, hasdecidedthatnot only must therebe an alternative,
the alternative must be some form ofthe same proposeduse. Thus, if an
appellant has proposed amini-storage warehouse inanarea reserved for coastal
dependent uses,andthe state responds that underits federally approved coastal
management policiesit cannot allowthe construction ofa mini-storage
warehouse, but a marinaor some other coastaldependent use would be allowed
— the appellant wins. Though not intendedto be so, the NOAA regulations for
reviewingconsistencyappeals shifts the focus away fromthe policiesof the
federally approved CZM program, to thewish fulfillment of the applicant. It is
not enough that astate present to anapplicant analternative commercial use ofa
property, ifa state cannot fulfill thewishof anapplicant for a casino on the bay,
or whatever pipedream he is pursuing, the state is placed ata disadvantage in
the consistency appeal process.

To make matters worse, the NOAA's draft revisions to the consistency
regulations would codify these policies.
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The Draft Revisions to the Consistency Regulations Steer the Process
Towards Litigation

One ofthe most striking aspects of the draft revisions to the consistency
regulations is the inclusion of gratuitous statements of legal theoryand
conclusion. In reading the draft revisions,an admonition once heard in regards
to administrative law quickly comes to mind—regulations should not be a legal
treatise.

Confusing the Reach of Enforceable Policies.

An exampleof the problemofunnecessary statements of law is seen in the
proposednew language describingenforceable policies. In exercising its
consistency authority, eachstate is required to baseobjections on enforceable
policies ofthe state. Not leaving well enough alone by simply describing what
an enforceable policy is, the draftrevisions inform the reader aboutwhat an
enforceable policy is not.

The proposed revisionsto the federal consistency regulations provide:

The federal consistency requirementdoes not create, in and of
itself, an independent basisto enforcea policy forwhich a
state could not, absent the federal consistency requirement.
exert control over privateand publicuses in the coastalzone.

Depending on how you choose to read it, the statement is both correct and
wrong.

It is true, thoughunnecessary to say so, thatin order for a stateto review a
federal project or activity for consistency with its enforceable policies, those
enforceable policies must be enforceable, i.e., the state must have a formal
mechanism to compel compliance. Absent an enforceablepolicy, an activity is
not reviewable for consistency.

But the definition of"enforceable policy" within the CZMA is very broad. An
enforceable policy may be a statute, regulation, or common law authoritysuch
as nuisancedoctrine. While federal approval ofa stateCZM programdoes not
make policies enforceable thatwerenot otherwise, it greatly expandsthe reach
ofenforceable policies. Many typesofenforceable policies are only effective
afterbeing triggered by a violation. They areonly enforceable after the harm
hasoccurred. For example, whilea state's enforceable policies may be used to
prosecute andremedy an oil spill occurring on the outercontinentalshelfoutside
of the state'sboundary, those enforceable policies, in andof themselves, cannot
reach activities in the OCS which might precede a spill. In many circumstances,
it is only because of the CZMA's consistency provisions, that a state is able to
review activities prospectively forconsistency with its enforceable policies.
Absent the CZMA's consistency authority, there are many activities which may
effect coastal resources and uses over which the state cannot exert control.
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The new description of enforceable policieswill lead federal agencies and
permitapplicants to mistakenlyassumethatstateconsistencyauthority does not
applyto activities, which in andof themselves, wouldnotbe subjectto a state's
enforceable policies.

Signaling Federal Agencies to Proceed in the Event of Disagreements

The legalinterpretations contained in the draftrevisions to the consistency
regulations emphasize federal agency discretion in complyingwith their
consistency obligations leavingstateswith one option, i.e., to sue.

An example C within the draft revisions, there is a gratuitous new provision
which provides that in the event a federal agency and statedisagreeover
whether a proposed federal activity is consistentwith the state's enforceable
policiesto the maximum extent practicable, the federal agencymay proceed
with the activity nonetheless. This new language, which allows federal agencies
to unilaterally decidewhetherthey havecompliedwith the requirements of state
CZM programs, fundamentally misconstrues theCZMA. The CZMA doesnot
say thata federal agencycan proceed with anactivity if it thinks that it is
consistentwith the state's policies to the maximum extent practicable, it says
thata federal agencymust be consistent to the maximum extent practicable.

NOAA staff have rejected the recommendation that federal agencies shouldbe
requiredto consult with the NOAA Office ofGeneral Counsel when there is
disagreement with a state overwhether anactivity is consistent with the state
program to the maximumextentpracticable. Instead, NOAA staff have
proposed to address the problem of federal agency compliance by requiring
federal agencies to provide states witha description of thebasis for their belief
thattheagency activity is consistent to the maximum extentpracticable before
going forward.

NOAA staff neglecta fundamental aspect ofthe consistencyprocess. Despite
all the talk of federal/state partnership, the fact is thatthe consistencyprocessis
anadversarial process. Federal agencies havejobs to do. They want to get from
point A to point B and then move on. The federal consistency process is another
hurdle in their path. It is simplynaive to thinkthat federal agencies will not use
everyopportunity and advantage provided in theregulations to getaround their
consistency obligations.

A recentexample is seen with the policy adopted by the Corpsof Engineers
which provides thatrestoration plans developed andimplemented to correct
section 404 violations arenot subject to consistencyreview. The reasongiven
by the Corps? The CZMA, according to the Corps, is "highly ambiguous"in
regards to restoration plans andthe Constitution's Supremacy clause puts these
plans beyondthe reach of state consistency authority. Nevermind thatthe
CZMA uponwhich state consistency authority derives from is a federal law.
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Numerous courts have found that the CZMA consistency provisions are clear on
their face— any activity which may affect coastalresourcesor uses, either
directly or indirectly, is subject to the consistency provisions of the Act. If the
Corps ofEngineers is maintaining that the consistency provisions of the CZMA
are"highly ambiguous," what more opportunityarethey, or any other federal
agency, going to need to avoid theirconsistency obligationswhen the
regulations themselves say that federal agencies can proceed in the event of a
disagreement with a state over a consistency objection?

The fact is that states arealready at a greatdisadvantage in the consistency
process. States cannot sue every time a federal agency ignores its consistency
obligationsand federal agenciesknow it. States do not need to be put at an even
greaterdisadvantage.

R. Kerry Kehoe, Esq. CoastalStates Organization
444 North Capitol St., NW, Suite 322
Washington, DC 20001 USA
Phone: (202) 508-3860 Fax:
(202) 508-3843

Email:CSO.RKK@SSO.ORG
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ABSTRACT

noaa coastal services center coastal management

Fellowship Program

Janet Kucklick

The NOAA Coastal Services Center Coastal Management Fellowship Program
was establishedin 1996 to provide professional, on-the-jobeducation and
training opportunities for post-graduate students in coastalresourcemanagement
and policy, andto providespecific technical assistance for statecoastal resource
management programs. The program matcheshighly qualified, recently
graduated masters, professional, anddoctoral degree studentswith hosts around
the United States in state coastal zone management programs. For two years,
the recipientswill work on substantivestate-levelcoastal resourcemanagement
issues that pertain to federal management policies and regulations.

Seven CoastalManagementFellowswere placedwith seven state coastal
management agenciesbeginning in October 1997to work on a variety of
technical and publicoutreach issues. They aredeveloping products that will
providevaluable information to the coastal communityon topics ranging from
hazard mitigation, land use decisions, coastal erosion, andwetland assessment.
Briefdescriptionsofthe Fellows' projectsare foundbelow. Eachof these
Fellowshas a separate posterandextendedabstract. Moredetaileddiscussions
are provided there.

BridgetCallahan, fromtheWashington SeaGrant program, was placed with the
AlaskaDepartment ofFish andGame to develop a digital ecological
characterizationofKachemak Bay, Alaska. The project will promote
ecosystem-based landuse decisions andpractices basedon soundecological
informationusing a Geographical Information System (GIS).

Edward Camp, fromthe Delaware SeaGrant program, was placed with
Louisiana's CoastalManagement Division to improve and expand its current
GIS. The project will identify andtrackcoastal use permitapplications and
coastal habitat mitigation activities. It will alsodevelop procedures to alert
permit analysts to possible impacts to existing mitigation areasand evaluate
areasof prior habitat mitigation for degree of success.

Lynn Dancy, from theVirginia Institute of Marine Sciences, was placed with
Michigan'sLand andWater Management Divisionto developa standardized
permitting procedure for wetlands. This project will involve anevaluation of
state and federal statutesand regulations as well as scientific study and wetland
assessment methods ofbiological resources and development-related issues.
The procedure will be field-tested in Saginaw Bay, Michigan to demonstrate its
applicability.
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DougMarcy, from the Georgia SeaGrant program, was placed with South
Carolina's Office of Ocean and CoastalResources Management to refine their
existing post-storm recovery planusing a GIS database. This database will
facilitate fast decisions and notification to the public on the condition of
beachfront structuresafter a major storm. It will improve efficiency in the
state's hazardmitigation efforts and also increase the flow of information from
the field assessors to the decision-makers and property owners

NancyNiedowski, from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute SeaGrant
program, was placed withNewYork's Division of Coastal Resources and
Waterfront Revitalization to work on coastal habitat restoration and
management issues. This project will involveupdating "SignificantCoastal
Fish and Wildlife Habitats" site narratives for the Peconic Bays region of Long
Island, to consider altering existing boundaries ofthe habitats. Policy guidelines
andmonitoring protocols for the restoration ofhabitats in marinecoastal areas
ofNew York will be formulated.

Brian Voigt, fromthe SouthCaroline SeaGrant Consortium, was placed with
Washington's Shorelands andWaterResources Program to developand
coordinate a regional-scale coastal erosion hazards studywith participation from
the localcommunities. The study will involve, among other elements,
developing a coastal database and information management system,developing
abeachmorphology monitoring program, andconducting historical shoreline
change analysis to produce digital maps.

Alison Ward, from the Alaska Sea Grant program,was placed with Maine's
Department ofEnvironmental Protection to improve marine habitat protection in
Maine. This project will be accomplished through development of an ecological
assessment methodology forthe state's intertidal andsubtidalhabitats.
Guidelines forcompensation andmitigation for losses of functions andvalues
caused by alterations in the habitats will be developed. Procedures and formats
to incorporate data andregulations intothe state'sGIS system will alsobe
established.

Janet H. Kucklick Fellowship Manager
Contractor for NOAA Coastal Services Center

2234 South Hobson Ave.

Charleston, SC 29405-2413 USA
Phone: (843) 974-6279
Fax:(843)974-6313
Email:jkucklick@csc.noaa.gov
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ABSTRACT

The Bridge: An Online Marine Education Resource Center

Lee Larkin, Vicki Clark, and Lisa Ayers
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services
Virginia Institute ofMarine Science

College ofWilliam & Mary

The Bridge, auniqueweb-based resource center andclearinghouse, brings
together marine educators, academia, private industry andgovernment in
support of qualitymarine education. It provides educators with a
comprehensive, searchable source of accurate and classroom-friendly
information on global, national, andregional marine science topics, andalso
provides researchers withacontact point for educational outreach. The project
emphasizes quality, science-based information and current, user-friendly
scientific data, andimproves educators' access to educational resources from
major national and regional efforts, such asthe programs of CORE institutions,
NOAA, and the U.S. Navy.

The Bridge is supported by marine educators fromVirginia SeaGrant/Virginia
Institute ofMarine Science Marine Advisory Services in cooperation with the
National Marine EducationAssociation and its regionalchaptersand the
national network ofSea GrantEducators, and is partofthe National
Oceanographic Partnership Program.

Lisa A. Ayers Bridge Coordinator, Marine AdvisoryServices
Virginia InstituteofMarine Science
P.O. Box 1346

Gloucester Point, VA 23062
Phone: (804) 684-7608
Fax:(804)684-7161
Email: ayers@vims.edu
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ABSTRACT

What Nutrient Concentration Monitoring Can Tell Us About

Nutrient Loading to Coastal Waters: Implications for

Management

Virginia Lee, Coastal ResourcesCenter/ Rhode Island Sea Grant
Scott Nixon, Rhode Island Sea Grant/Graduate School of Oceanography

Jo Ann Bintz, Graduate School ofOceanography
University of Rhode Island

Nitrogen enrichment ofcoastal waters is becoming amajormanagement issue.
In orderto discern whether levels of nitrogenin coastalwaters were an indicator
of loading andconsequent symptomsof eutrophication, we conducted
experiments in model coastal systems(mesocosms). We analyzed weekly
measurementsofdissolved inorganic nitrogen(DIN) and dissolved inorganic
phosphorus (DIP) from multiple year nutrient addition experiments carried out
in two kinds ofcoastalwaters: relativelydeep (5 m) phytoplankton-basedbay
systemsandshallow (1 m) macrophyte dominated lagoon systems. There was a
very strong linear relationship betweennutrient inputsandmean annual and
mean summer concentrations for both DIN and DIP in the phytoplankton-based
systems. In shallow systems with seagrassesand macroalgae, mean DIN
concentrations in the waterduring summerremained very low regardless of the
level ofDIN loading.There was a relationship, however, between DIP
concentrations in the water and DIP loadingto the systems. The relationship
between nutrient concentrations and loading rates in phytoplankton dominated
systems wasclear andandhighlysignificant even whensampling frequency was
reduced from weekly to monthly. The implications for management are
profound. In phytoplankton based coastal waters, monitoring nitrogen
concentrations (DIN) will be a goodindicator ofnitrogen loading. However, this
does not hold for shallow waterswith eelgrass beds or macrophytes which are
characteristic ofmuch ofour coastalbays and lagoons. In this case, nitrogen
concentration in the water does not relate to or indicate the amount ofnitrogen
input. Moreover, a monthlymonitoring schedule is as effective as more
intensive and more costly weekly monitoring schedule.

Virginia Lee Coastal Resources Center. University ofRhode Island
S. Ferry Road
Narragansett. Rl 02882 USA
Phone:(401)874-6490
Fax: (401)789-4670
Email:VLEE@GSOSNN1.GSO.URI.EDU
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Combining multiple tools within a structured process to enable

Coastal Environmental Decisions which reflect societal

preferences

Maureen Stancik

Motivation for the work

Designing or managing any large, open system requires optimization ofmultiple
objectives and criteria. It typically requires knowledge across many disciplines;
there is a need to incorporate the leading-edge technical and scientific
knowledge, as well as know a full range ofdecision-making tools such as
optimization, economics, etc.

Creating a management plan for a coastalarea,such as the FloridaKeys
National Marine Sanctuary, is no exception. Efficient use ofthe scarce resources
found in the marineecosystem is criticallyimportant; if the marine resources
were to be misused, the entire economy to the FloridaKeys would likely
collapse. The coral reefs, fisheries, estuaries, sandy beaches, etc. support the
majority ofthe economy in the Florida Keys. Outdoor recreation and tourism
support about halfofall employment. (Ehler, 1994) In 1994, the commercial
fishing business in the Keys was worth $5 million per year. (Dewar, 1994) In
1989, tourism expenditures in the Keys were calculatedat S800+M/ year and
growing. (Kearney and Centaur Report, 1990) The importance of the marine
ecosystem is even greater when one considers that there are no major industries
in the Keys other than tourism and commercial fisheries. (Ehler, 1994)

Like many common property resources, the Florida Keys marine ecosystem has
suffered from the Tragedy of the Commons. (Hardin, 1968) Over a number of
decades, the degradation and death ofmarine resourceshas become prevalent.
Coral reefs have died, the Bay has been likened to a "the dark side of the moon"
and fish stocks have disappeared. (Dewar, 1994) As a result, more and more
Florida Keys residents became concerned,seeing the need to manage their
marine resources for sustainable use.

Designing a plan to manage the marineresources was a long and arduous
process. It started in 1990, when the Senate passed the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary(FKNMS) Act, which createdthe 2800 sq. nautical mile
Sanctuary and required that a ManagementPlanbe created. It took five-plus
yearsofmeetings and discussions across all the stakeholdergroupsbefore the
Plan was finished. (It took an additional two years in Federal offices, being
reviewed.) While the plan was being designed and passed into law, the marine
resourcescontinued to degrade. As Alison Fahrer, an Advisory Council
member and Chairperson of the AC's Zoning Committee, said,

"I've been very frustrated with the pace. If this
were a business proposition, it would have taken no
more than 18 months." (Fahrer, 1994)
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There was, and still remains, a strong need to focus and streamline the decision
making process when designing a management plan for large, complex systems,
including managing common property resources. Decisions can be improved by
applying the most current research and techniques concerning Economics
/resource allocation, Managementand Decision Making Theory, (including the
tools, processes, techniques, theories, etc.) The focus of this research was to
determine, then codify a more efficient method for creating management plans
for large, complex systems when there are multiple stakeholders and
uncertainty, such as the FKNMS Management Plan.

Complications - what elements of the System make it complex?

As with all problem solving, it is first important to define the complications, to
understand what complexity or design roadblockmust be overcome. When
designing management plansforcoastal areas, it was foundthat many of the
complexities could be distilled into three types.' These complicating factors
are:

- difficulties in incorporatingall the relevant information from multiple
disciplines

- high levels of uncertainty
- many people with multiple values

Need to manage a great deal of complex informationfrom multiple disciplines -

In all complex decisions, it is a substantial challenge to record,organizeand
incorporate the vast amount of information relevant to the decision for a number
of reasons. These are:

Large amounts of information - Largecomplexproblems typically require the
decisions makers to consider a large amount of information. The sheer volume
of information that is relevant for the average environmental decisions makes it
difficult to consider it all simultaneously.

Criteria from multiple disciplines, requiring expertise from many areas -
Most complexdecisions, includingenvironmental decisions,require knowledge
from a broad range of topics. The FKNMS requiresknowledgefrom marine
biology, zoology,hydrodynamics, chemistry, coastalconstruction,economics,
marinepolicy,etc. Thereis no one fieldof expertise thatalonecan determine
how best to manage marine resources, so informationmust be collected from
multiple experts across many disciplines. This requires the each person
understand the whole problem (to the greatest extent possible), so they can
contribute their relevant knowledge.

1Thesecomplicating factors weredetermined afterreviewing in-depth sevendecisions made for
coastal common property resources. These included the ExxonValdez, Boston Harbor, San
Francisco Bay, Miami Brach,Chesapeake Bay, Manatee County and the Florida Keys. Other
coastal decisions were also reviewed.
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Interdependencies among the variables, including dynamic and cyclical -
With large, complex systems, there are many cause and effect linkages.
Structuring and showing interconnections in the information is necessary, so that
all participants, includingcontributingexperts, can understand how each part fits
into the whole. Organizing information so all linkages are obvious is more
insightful than reading a lists of data.

Multiple criteria that cannot accurately be reduced to monetary terms - It is
often the case in large, complex systems that not all resources can be represented
in monetary values. When all decisions criteria can be reduced to a similar unit
(i.e. dollars), the complexity of the problem diminishes gready. Unfortunately,
this is not possible with environmental decisions.

Uncertainty

Within complex, environmental design problems, there are various types of
uncertainty:

Uncertainty about cause and effect - Natural processes and living systems are
complex, and there are uncertainties about many variables as well as uncertainty
concerning the linkages between variables. For example, there is uncertainty as
to the timing, intensity and frequency ofmany natural events, such as rainfall.
There may also be uncertainty as to how certain parts ofa subsystem interact
(how do toxins affect coral reefs), or what variables affect an ecosystem (i.e.
scientists have not yet identified all the factors that affect the health ofcoral
reefs.) The most advanced research can not predict with 100% certainty the
causes and effects ofmost events in an ecosystem, but decisions can not be
postponed until perfect information exists. Decisions must be made under
uncertainty.

Various ways to consider the time frame of the project - There is often
uncertainty as to the most appropriate time frame for making an environmental
decision. Decision-makers must determine the appropriate time frame, be it
days, months, years or infinity.

Various ways to consider the geographical scope of the project - There is
often uncertainty in determining the appropriate geographical area within which
to measure the effects of an environmental decision. Because air and water are

fluid and travel outside a geographic area, no one can be sure that effects do not
spill over into other regions. For example, it is likely that decisions made
concerning the FKNMS 2800 sq. nautical miles sanctuary will effect marine life
in the entire Caribbean Sea.

One time decision with high stakes - Many environmental decisions are not
reversible; the decision can not be made many times over, allowing the decision
makers to learn from mistakes or be satisfied with the statistical average of the
many outcomes. Often, environmental decisions affect one-of-a-kind resources
and a 'bad' decision could be disastrous.
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Many people with multiple values

With most environmental decisions, many people influence andare influenced
by the laws and regulations concerning the area. Typically, there are 1)multiple
government agencies who have jurisdiction in the designated area, and 2) agreat
number of individual citizens who affect and are affected by the designated area.
Because of this, it is becoming thenorm to legally mandate thatbothprivate
citizens and multiple government agencies be involved inenvironmental
decisions. When large numbers ofpeople are involved, the process of including
all the preferences, judgments, and interests isexponentially more complex.

Insummary, there are many factors, which complicate environmental decisions.
There is agreat deal ofinformation; there is uncertainty inherent in the relevant
variables andin the decision scope; andmany people's values andjudgments
must be included. Tomake a good decision, it is necessary to distinguish
between disagreements concerning the facts vs. differences invalues and
judgments. Ifonly discussion and debate are employed, discerning between fact
and judgements isdifficult when the number offactors to consider and the
number ofpeople involved islarge. For complicated environmental decisions,
more than just discussion and debate must be employed. Determining what the
best decision making processes and tools to use isnot an insignificant problem,
though.

Decision Making Processes and Families of Tools

The second step indesigning an optimal solution to any problem isthat the
decision-makers mustcometo consensus on the definition ofa good outcome.
In the FKNMS case,because therearemanyparticipants and it concerns
common property resources, the economic definition ofa good outcome was
used.

The definition of a 'Good' Decision

To use acommonly agreed upon definition ofa 'good' decision, the definition
of an efficientallocationfrom economic theorywas used. The four necessary
conditions foranefficient allocation in theMarket System were reviewed, then
altered for usewith common property resources. These four conditions are:

1.Privately ownedinputandoutputfactors
2. Perfect Information (no uncertainty)
3. Producers and consumers whoare all price takers(i.e. no monopolies

or oligopolies)
4. No barriers to entry

To use these asrequirements for designing an efficient allocation ofcommon
property resources, some ofthese conditions can be used direcdy, while others
must be altered after careful analysis of the intent

Privately owned input and output factors - Common property resources by
definition donot have private ownership input oroutput factors. Theessence of
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thesecriteria, though, is thatprivate ownership enables oneparty to take control
of the resource, to make decisions and take actions. With common property
resources, many people must make decisionsand actions. Multiple decision
makers must be able to take control of the resources, and be empowered to act.

Perfect Information - It is not the case that there is 100% certainty in
environmentaldecisions. This requirementmust change to instead require that
all stakeholders / decision-makers are well informed and get as close to perfect
information, as possible.

Producers and consumers who are price takers and no barriers to entry -
The essence ofthese two requirementsis that there should be no person, group
or entitythathas an unfairbalance of powerin the allocation decision. There
should be no undue forces that exclude any interested parties from partaking in
the allocation decision. For commonproperty resources, these requirements are
replaced by the requirement that the 'Preferences of all stakeholders are
reflected.' (See Stancik, 1995for moredetailson these four requirements.)

Decision Making Processes

Research concerning Decision Theory wasreviewed, and the necessary steps for
creating a 'good' decisionwere solidified.These steps are:

1. Define the Problem, Overall Goal and Objectives
2. Formulate criteria and detailed variables that affect the problem and

goal
3. Formulate Choices

4. Execute Sensitivity Analysis
5. Choose an Option
6. Implement

(Keeneyand Raiffa, 1976;Goicoechea, 1983;Hwanget al, 1987,Saaty, 1990;
Turban, 1988;Stancik,1995). Thesesteps thenbecomethe framework within
which the chosen tools and techniques are used.

Families ofTook

There are many methods for allocatingresources,both those, which are
privatelyheld, and commonproperty resources. Someofthese methodsare
classifiedas market based-techniques, some as legislativemethods and some as
tools from decision-making theory. To determinewhich are most appropriate
for creating the bestenvironmental decision, eachfamily of toolswas reviewed,
as wellas examples of tools within eachfamily. The criteria that wereused to
choose the most successful tool(s) were to determinewhich could overcome the
many complicating factors in environmental decisionmaking.

Many tools were analyzed in detail. It was found thatno onetoolcould
overcome all the complicating factors, but some tools couldovercome someof
thecomplicating factors tools. Of these, some tools could either 1)notbe used,
because they were not effective if one or moreof the other complicatingfactors
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remained, while2) othertoolswerein factusable, even if the unresolved
complicating factors remained. Therefore, even though no toolcould solve all
complicated factors, some tools could beused to overcome some of the
complicating factors. Below is a condensed version of the applicability of the
many tools, grouped by tool families.2

Market based system -
LaissezFaire: insufficient due to the 'Tragedy of the Commons'
Dollar based methods/ Maximized Net Present Value: insufficient since many
criteria can not be accurately reduced to a monetary equivalent. These may
be combined with other tools though.

Regulatory and judicial methods
-Command and control: insufficient since it enables only one decision making
body. May be usedto enforce decisions after they aremade by all
participating parties.

-Judicial actions(i.e. property or liability laws): helpful, but typicallypost
insult, not preventative

-Reporting mandates and public pressure: helpful, butrarely adequate alone
-Financial incentives (i.e. tradable permits, taxes): helpful,but not applicable
to all common property resources

Methods from Decision-Making Theory
Operations Research tools: Many arehelpful. Shortcomings oftenexistbecause
there is onlyonecriterion (i.e. time, capital equipment) or often thetools are
highly specialized for certain applications, almost allofwhich are notcommon
property resources.

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making tools (MCDMs): Multi-Criteria Decision
Making tools could beused incombination with other tools. (It isassumed that
thereader maybe somewhat less familiar with Multi-Criteria Decision-Making
tools; hence they are describedbelow in somedetail.)

"MCDM hasemerged as a philosophy thatintegrates common sense with
empirical, quantitative, normative, descriptive and value/judgment-based
analysis. It is a philosophy supported byadvanced systems concepts (i.e. data
management procedures, modeling methodologies, optimization andsimulation
techniques anddecision-making approaches) thataregrounded inboththearts
and sciences for the ultimatepurpose of improvingthe decision making
process." (Haimes, 1984)3

1It is assumedthat the readeris familiar with the Marketbasedtechniques,RegulatoryandJudicial
methods, and Operation Research Tools; for brevity, descriptions willnotbe provided here. (See
Stancik, 1995 for a brief overview ofeach.)
3There are many reasons for theincreasing interest inMCDMs. "First and mostimportantly, is the
increasing recognition thatmostdecision problems are inherently multi-objective... Thereason for
themulti-objective nature of these problems is simplythatthe outcomes associated with the
decisions are multi-dimensional... A second, but related, reason for the increasing interest in
MCDMs is therecognition of numerous stakeholders in manyproblems... Finally, a thirdreason for
increasing interest in MCDMs is theenormous improvement overthelast 15years in the speed
storage, and feasibility ofcomputing facilities." (Evans, 1989)
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Multiple Attribute Utility Theories are MCDMs that can elicit and combine
many people's preferences, then summarize them into one chosen alternative.
Examples would include Voting, Weighted Preference Methods, the Analytic
Hierarchy Process and Conjunctive / Disjunctive Methods.

MCDMs that help manage and structure information can be used with many
decision-makersand multiple criteria,but do not focus on preferences. Instead,
some MCDMs focus on eliciting and recording knowledge, then organizing
large amounts of information. Examples would be brainstorming, cognitive
maps such as Causal Loop Diagrams, and simulations models such as Systems
Dynamics.

MCDMs designed to accommodate uncertainty also do not focus on eliciting
preferences, but focus instead on elicitingand recordingknowledge which
incorporateuncertainty. These MCDMscan incorporateuncertainty inherent in
the system, be it physical, economicor otheruncertaintiesand calculate the
probabilities ofoutcomes. Examples would be Decision Trees, Influence
Diagrams and some simulationmodels, such as Demos.

In summary, all MCDMs can overcome the complicating factor ofinadequate
informationmanagementby incorporatingmultiplecriteria and variables, non-
monetized variables, and variables from a broad range ofdisciplines. In
addition, all MCDMs are designed to be used with many people. Although
various MCDMs have been around for numerous years, their integration and
structured applicationto complex,environmental designs have not been
undertaken. This research found that by using a number ofMCDMs together,
and in a specified order (so as to achieve the recommended process), most ofthe
complicating factors could be overcome. (See Stancik, 1995 for a more detailed
description.)

Using Multi-Criteria Decision-Making tools for the FKNMS Management
Plan

This section discusses the tools found to be most helpful for creating the
FKNMS ManagementPlan. It also specifiesthe order in which the tools should
be used to derive the greatest benefit and insight. This methodology can be used
for making other environmental decisions.

Analytical Hierarchy Process, a Multi-Attribute Utility Theory tool, was used
first and found beneficial in eliciting the participants' initial concerns. (Saaty,
1990) The tool showed how the many values andjudgments held and identified
by the Advisory Council were linked. It forcedagreementon the overall goal
and the sub-objectives by explicitly structuring them in a hierarchy. It also
enabled the decision-makers to add relevant criteria into the hierarchy. It was an
iterativeprocess of identifying,then structuring, which enabled the fullest set of
criteria to be elicited and clearly delineated. The hierarchy made it obvious how
the many pieces were linked. It began to show the degree of consensus that
existed, as well as the depth ofconviction, for some values versus others.
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Causal LoopDiagrams were used and found tobecritical in achieving abase
level of understanding across manyparticipants. They were usedto elicitand
organize the relevant variables for many of the sub-decisions. TheCLDs' visual
depiction made iteasy to identify and record the many relevant variables, as
wellasthe interdependencies of the variables. The CLDswererelatively
simple to create and easy for manypeople to understand. The participants used
the CLDs to educate themselves on what was already known, so that each
participant could determine howtheir knowledge was relevant to the overall
problem.

Systems Dynamics, a simulation model (Forrester, 1969), was found to be
incredibly insightful, but it couldonly be applied to smallpiecesof the entire
decision. A full Systems Dynamics modelwas completed forthe healthofone
fishstock, including decisions madein the FKNMS Plan. It was not possible to
create a meaningful modelthat included thehealth ofevery species found in the
FKNMS. Although its scope wassmall, Systems Dynamics was powerful in
that the mereprocess of attempting to quantify allthe linkages forced the best
availableinformation to be draw out and incorporated. In addition, the findings
about onespecies, Red Snapper, proved insightful to manyother species in the
FKNMS; understanding the dynamics of over-fishing andhabitat health, then
understanding the drivers andcause andeffect, helpedmake difficult decisions.
Equally important, theSystems Dynamics model enabled the likely outcomes of
various decisions to be forecasted for a small part ofthe ecosystem.

DEMOS, a simulation model (Morganand Henrion, 1990)which incorporates
uncertainty, wasthenusedto understand thedegree of uncertainty in the
forecasts made by theSystems Dynamics model. Itwas used for the same small
part of theoverall problem, modeling RedSnapper fish stocks. Creating the
Demos model elicited the next level of detailed information about each
interdependency, i.e. the uncertainty inherent in each. It made it possible to
determine the likely outcome, calculate theoverall uncertainty in the fish stock
population, and execute sensitivity analysis oneach of thevariables and
linkages.

After using Demos, it waseasyto generate various choices. Using the full suite
of tools in the prescribed process, madethe pros andconsofeachchoicemore
obviousto all participants. The suiteoftoolsdescribed abovewasused first to
educate the stakeholders about all known relevant information, and likely
outcomes, then create educated alternatives.

The Analytical Hierarchy Processwas used againat the end of the decision
making process. After the decision-makers became well informed, AHP was
again essential in eliciting final preferences concerning the alternative fromthe
stakeholders and ultimately choosing an option.

Conclusions

Designing and creatingmanagementplans forcomplex systems can be assisted
by using certain families of tools. Forcommon property resources, such as the
FKNMS, MCDMs can be used in combination with market based and regulatory
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techniques. The first step in this research was to determine the typical
hindrances in making good and efficientdecisions. The next steps required
reviewing many disciplinesand methodologies currendy used to allocate
resources, then determining which would be the most useful for complex
environmental systems. It is predicted that if the prescribed methodology stated
above had been used, the FKNMS Management Plan would have been made in
less than one-third the time and with far greater consensus than was achieved.
Using the methodology with a limited number of the FKNMS decision-makers
gready increased the consensus on the limited topics covered, even though it
was used towards the end of the process when consensus should have already
existed. Using the prescribed process and tools from the beginning of the design
would enable numerous benefits, including:

- eliciting the best available detailed knowledge from many sources
- forecasting likely future scenarios
- transferring this information to many people
- eliciting detailed preferences
- combining preferences ofmany people into actions and plans
• recording the decision making process, so it is well documented, easy

to review and defend
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Mindingthe Coast:Its Everybody's Business
Proceedings ofthe /<?*International Conference of
TheCoastalSociety, Williamsburg. VA USA [AddendumVolume]

PANEL CHANGES

[If composition of a panel differed from that listed in Proceedings
Volume (and the ConferenceChairwas notifiedofthe change), the
correct panel compositionis noted below.]

IV-F MARICULTURE: Are We Headed in the Right Direction?

Moderator
Mr. Roan Conrad,Director,Office of SustainableDevelopmentand Intergovernmental

Affairs, NOAA:

Panelists:
Dr. James P. McVey, ProgramDirector• Aquaculture, National Sea Grant Program
Dr. EdwinRhodes,Aquaculture Coordinator, National MarineFisheriesService,NOAA
Ms. Teresa Divers, SpecialProjectsAssistantfor the Florida Coastal Zone Management

Program
Dr.Rebecca Goldberg, Director, Environmental Defense FundBiotechnology Program
Mr. BrianBragington-Smith, President, The Conservation Consortium

V-F Coastal America Session: Leveraging our Efforts...Regional Projects
that Leverage Resources, Expertise and Authorities

Commonwealth Auditorium

Moderator:

William Klesch, Deputy Director,CoastalAmerica

Panelists:

Virginia K.Tippie, Director, Coastal America. Coastal America Overview

Northeast Region: BillHubbard, Chief, Environmental Resources, New
England Division, U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers, and
Chair, Northeast Regional Implementation Team

Mid-Atlantic Region: Elizabeth Gillelan, Chief,NOAA Chesapeake Bay Office
and Co-Chair, Mid-Atlantic Regional Implementation
Team

Southeast Region: Dennis Bamett, Chief, Environmental Programs, South
Atlantic,U.S. ArmyCorpsof Engineersand Chair,
SoutheastRegional Implementation Team
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Panel Changes

VI-B Coastal America Session: "Show Me the Money"...National Program
Resources, Expertise and Authorities.

Moderator:

Virginia K.Tippie, Director, Coastal America:

Panelists:
Vickie Allin,Chief, PolicyDivision, Ocean & Coastal Resource Management, NOAA
Darrell Brown, Chief, Coastal Programs, Oceans andCoastal Protection Division, EPA
Fred Skaer, Team Leader, Project Development, Federal Highway Administration, DOT
Daniel Smith, Water Issues Team Leader, Natural Resources Conservation Service,

USDA
Lewis Shotton, Director, Environment & Natural Resources, Officeof Assistant

Secretary, Navy
Col. SteveWalker,Assistantfor Environmental Compliance, OfficeofAssistant

Secretary, Army
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Minding the Coast: Its Everybody's Business
Proceedings ofthe16*International Conference of
The Coastal Society, Williamsburg, VA USA [Addendum Volume]

Thomas E. Bigford Awards

Thomas E Bigford Award for Outstanding Student Paper

The Thomas E. Bigford Award for the OutstandingStudent Paperwas presented
to GiancarloCicchetti, School ofMarine Science, Virginia Institute of Marine
Science, College ofWilliam and Mary for his paper:

Cicchetti, G. 1998.The importanceofedge in creationand
management ofsalt marshes for commercially valuable marine
transient species. Pgs353-358 inMinding theCoast: Its Everybody's
Business. Proceedings of the 16th International Conference ofThe
CoastalSociety. July 12-15,1998. The Coastal Society, Alexandria
Virginia.

Thomas E. Bigford Award for Outstanding Student poster

The Thomas E. Bigford Award for the Outstanding Student Poster was
presented to Maria G. Honeycutt, University ofDelaware. (Presently 1998Dean
John A Knauss Fellow. Mitigation Directorate,FederalEmergency
Management Agency, Washington D.C.) for her poster:

Honeycutt, M.G. 1998.Formation ofTidal Channeland Shoal
Complexes in the Shallow Nearshore Zone ofDelaware Bay:
Implications for SubtidalErosionand Sediment Transport Pgs 151a(l-
8) in Minding the Coast: Its Everybody's Business. Proceedings of the
le* International Conference of TheCoastal Society. July 12-15,1998.
The Coastal Society, Alexandria Virginia.
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